TRANSNATIONAL ACTIVITY CONFERENCE – AUGUST 2013

BARCELONA CONFERENCE INVITATION AND PROGRAMME PROPOSED
Dear colleagues,

We are happy to confirm hereby your invitation to our Transnational Conference from the 29th September to the 3rd October 2013. Please find attached the proposed programme and some technical information. Please check very carefully all information you are involved (flights, proposed contributions and moderation tasks) and give us in real time your suggestions for any modifications to be made. This supports hosts, inviting team and all of us arriving with well-prepared and joint information. Other documents regarding the different working groups will arrive you directly by the colleagues in charge. If you have any questions or suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

We wish you a good trip and look forward to see you soon.

For the LET Project Team

Norbert Kreuzkamp

Tübingen, August 2013
TRANSNATIONAL CONFERENCE 29TH SEPTEMBER – 3RD OCTOBER 2013

PROPOSED PROGRAMME

Hotel in Barcelona

Sallés Hotel Pere IV
Carrer de Palars 128-130
08018 Barcelona
Phone: +34 93 3209650
Fax: +34 93 3009060
E-mail: hotelpiv@salleshotels.com
Internet: www.salleshotels.com/de/seccion/59/salles-hotel-pere-iv.html
Metro: Bogatell
GPS: Lat. 41.397.195 - Lon: 2.192396

Conference Building

CCCOO de Catalunya
Via Laietana, 16
08003 Barcelona
Phone: +34 93 4812892
Fax: +34 93 3102754
E-mail: rbellera@ccoo.cat
Internet: www.ccoo.cat
Metro: Jaume I
PROPOSED PROGRAMME

Saturday, 28th September 2013

Preliminary Programme

21:00 H  Meeting of the Conference staff

Sunday, 29th September 2013

First conference: Experts’ meetings

17:00 H  Informal experts’ meetings

18:00 H  Meeting of the Conference staff
**PROPOSED PROGRAMME**

**Monday, 30th September 2013**

Second conference: Plenary session

8:30 H  
Arrival to the Conference Place

9:00 H  
**Welcome and introduction**  
Mr Norbert KREUZKAMP

9:30 H  
“Facing the Crises in Catalonia and Spain”  
**Thematic Area: “Social Dialogue”**  
Some actual views on social partners facing the crises  
Mr Ricard BELLERA I KIRCHHOFF / Ms Cristina FACIABEN, ccoo

10:00 H  
**Thematic Area: “Facing the Crises in Catalonia and Spain”**  
**Thematic Area: “Employment”**  
**Crisis and Occupation.**  
**Strategies facing unemployment**  
Mr Jesús QUIROGA, Director General Occupational Network, Employment Services of Catalonia

11:00 H  
Coffee break

11:30 H  
**Thematic Area: “Social Dialogue”**  
**Contribution of the Working Group**

12:00 H  
**Thematic Area: “Migration”**  
**Contribution of the Working Group**

12:30 H  
**Thematic Area: “Employment”**  
**Contribution of the Working Group**

13:00 H  
General discussion

13:30 H  
Lunch Break
**TRANSNATIONAL CONFERENCE 29\textsuperscript{TH} SEPTEMBER – 3\textsuperscript{RD} OCTOBER 2013**

**PROPOSED PROGRAMME**

**Monday, 30\textsuperscript{th} September 2013**

**Third conference: Working groups**

15:30 H \hspace{1cm} \textit{Parallel Sessions in the three Working Groups}

17:00 H \hspace{1cm} Coffee Break

**Fourth conference: Plenary session**

17:30 H \hspace{1cm} \textit{Thematic Area: “Social Dialogue”}

\hspace{1cm} \textit{Contribution of the Working Group}

**Evening programme**

19:00 H \hspace{1cm} \textit{“Local Society and Social Cohesion – Excursion on the Civil War Experiences”}

\hspace{1cm} \textit{Visit to a Bunker}

21:30 H \hspace{1cm} Dinner
**Transnational Conference 29th September – 3rd October 2013**

**Proposed Programme**

**Tuesday, 1st October 2013**

Fifth conference: Plenary session

- 09:00 H  
  *Thematic Area: “Migration”*
  Contribution of the Working Group

- 10:30 H  
  Coffee Break

- 11:00 H  
  *Thematic Area: “Employment”*
  Contribution of the Working Group

- 12:30 H  
  General discussion

- 13:30 H  
  Lunch Break

Sixth conference: Plenary session

- 15:30 H  
  *Thematic Area: “Migration”*
  Migration and Mobility Services by the Unions  
  Mr Carles BERTRAN, Coordinator

Seventh conference: Working Groups

- 16:30 H  
  Parallel Sessions in the three Working Groups

- 18:30 H  
  Transfer to the hotel

Evening programme

- 21:30 H  
  Dinner
TRANSNATIONAL CONFERENCE 29TH SEPTEMBER – 3RD OCTOBER 2013

PROPOSED PROGRAMME

Wednesday, 2nd October 2013

Eighth conference: Working Groups

09:00 H  Parallel Sessions in the three Working Groups
11:00 H  Coffee break

Ninth conference: Plenary session

11:30 H  Communications by the Working Groups
         General discussion
         Conclusions
13:30 H  Lunch break

Tenth conference: Experts’ Interview session

14:00 H  Mr Ricard BELLERA I KIRCHHOFF
         Ms Cristina FACIABEN
14:30 H  Ms Sophie BERLIOZ
15:00 H  Mr Luis LAGEDER
         Ms Anna RIVA
15:30 H  Break
16:00 H  Mr Michal PÁLENÍK
16:30 H  Ms Anna WALL-STRASSER
17:00 H  Mr Kent KLING

Evening programme suggestion

21:30 H  Dinner
PROPOSED PROGRAMME

Thursday, 3rd October 2013

Eleventh conference: Experts’ Interview session

10:00 H  Mr Tomislav KIŠ
           Mr Andrija PETROVIC
           Ms Jelena SVILAR (to be confirmed)

10:30 H  Ms Stéphanie ABIS

11:00 H  Mr Cyril HAU LAND GRØ NNEBERG

12:00 H  Ms Petra MEYER
           Ms Bente SCHMIADE

13:00 H  End of the Conference
TRANSNATIONAL CONFERENCE 2ND – 5TH JUNE 2013

PARTICIPANTS

01  Ms Stéphanie ABIS, European Network TANDEM PLUS, Lille
02  Ms Ana BAIDAN, European Network TANDEM PLUS, Lille (to be confirmed)
03  Mr Ricard BELLERA I KIRCHHOFF, CCOO of Catalonia, Barcelona
04  Ms Sophie BERLIOZ, émergences, Paris
05  Ms Dagmar BÜRKARDT, Protestant Academy Bad Boll, Stuttgart
06  Ms Cristina FACIABEN, CCOO of Catalonia, Barcelona
07  Mr Dimitrios GALAGAS, DGB Baden-Württemberg, Stuttgart
08  Mr Stewart GOLD, Eberhard Karls University of Tübingen
09  Mr Cyril HAULAND GRÖNNEBERG, émergences Rhône-Alpes (cgt), Lyon
10  Mr Tomislav KIŠ, Economic and Social Committee of the City of Zagreb
11  Mr Kent KLING, LO Western Sweden, Goteborg
12  Dr Harald KOHLER, Eberhard Karls University of Tübingen
13  Mr Norbert KREUZKAMP, acli e. V., Tübingen
14  Mr Luis LAGEDER, CISL Lombardy, Sesto San Giovanni
15  Ms Petra MEYER, DGB Berlin Brandenburg
16  Mr Peter NIEDERGESÄSS, KAB Baden-Württemberg
17  Mr Michal PÁLENÍK, IZ Bratislava
18  Mr Andrija PETROVIC, Economic and Social Committee of the City of Zagreb
19  Ms Anna RIVA, CISL Lombardy, Sesto San Giovanni
20  Ms Bente SCHMIADE, DGB Berlin Brandenburg
21  Ms Jelena SVILAR, City of Zagreb (to be confirmed)
22  Mr Giuseppe TABBI, acli Baden-Württemberg, Stuttgart
23  Ms Anna WALL-STRASSER, Workers Pastoral Upper Austria, Linz